
Brand Trust in the News: December 3 – 10 
 

Three Keys to Unlocking Consumer Trust in Fintech 
December 5, 2018 – Helping consumers become financially healthy is an important business opportunity 
-- but it also represents a major business challenge, because many consumers today have little trust in 
the financial services sector overall. Establishing that trust is critical to success, and a lot depends on the 
revenue model chosen by an entrepreneur in a financial health-focused fintech. Read more in Forbes.  

Fake Reviews Rise While Consumer Trust Begins to Drop  
December 5, 2018 – The Washington Post claims, “of the 47,846 total reviews for the first 10 products 
listed in an Amazon search for “bluetooth speakers,”’ two-thirds were problematic, based on 
calculations using the ReviewMeta tool.” Consumers are putting their trust and their wallets in the 
hands of other apparent consumers. The whole reason people even look at reviews is because they 
want to make sure they are investing in a good product. When paid reviewers leave fake product 
reviews it breaks the trust of not only other reviews but also that particular company, whether it be for 
trolling purposes or to promote a certain consensus about a product.  Read more in Sonoma State Star.  
 

Canadian Outdoor Giant Targets Trans Community in 
Marketing Campaign 
December 5, 2018 – Canadian outdoor retailer Mountain Equipment Co-op (MEC) is trying to tap into 
the hearts and wallets of the transgender community, which is often neglected by mainstream 
advertising and marketing. It's a smart move to bring in more customers but it could backfire if the 
campaign seems inauthentic, marketing experts say. Read more in CBC.  

 
Shoppers Are Willing To Part with Data for Better 
Customer Experiences  
December 6, 2018 – Miami, FL-based customer experience management company Sitel Group has 
released its 2018 CX Index Report Index. Three quarters (75 percent) of US consumers said that they 
would stop doing business with a company if they received poor customer support or had a bad 
experience. Half of consumers (50 percent) say they have stopped doing business with a brand in the 
past year due to a negative customer experience. Read more in ZDNet. 
 

Jebbit’s Consumer Data Trust Index Shows Widespread 
Lack of Trust in Major Public Brands  
December 10, 2018 – Jebbit recently announced the release of their Consumer Data Trust Index, a 
report surveying consumer trust in 100 of the world’s leading public-facing companies. American adult 
consumers were asked to rate, on a scale of one to ten, their level of trust in brands to use their 
personal data in exchange for more relevant offers, goods and services. Additionally, consumers were 
asked a variety of opinions to evaluate their motivations when sharing data with companies and brands. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesfinancecouncil/2018/12/05/three-keys-to-unlocking-consumer-trust-in-fintech/#3cd5ea0968d1
http://www.sonomastatestar.com/opinion/2018/12/4/fake-reviews-rise-while-consumer-trust-begins-to-drop
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/london/mountain-equipment-coop-mec-transgender-marketing-1.4932106
https://www.zdnet.com/article/shoppers-willing-give-data-better-customer-experiences/


Published this year for the second time, the Consumer Data Trust Index showed far-reaching lack of 
trust by survey respondents in major public companies. Read more in Globe Newswire. 
 

https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/12/10/1664432/0/en/Jebbit-s-Consumer-Data-Trust-Index-Shows-Widespread-Lack-of-Trust-in-Major-Public-Brands.html
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